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The Honey Creek School stands in a hillside meadow above Low Gap Road in Monroe County,
Indiana.
The building consists of a hipped rectangular mass with a projecting gabled bay centered
on the main (west) elevation. The gabled wood-shingled roof is punctuated by a small
belfry with a low pyramidal roof and a brick chimney at the intersection with the main
roof. The north rake of the gable is extended even with the main elevation in order to
shelter the entrance, which is a solid leaf on the north facade of the gabled projection.
The structural system is balloon framing on a fieldstone foundation wall. Elevations are
very simple, with narrow clapboard siding trimmed with plain boards on the corners and
around openings; the eaves are simple projections with exposed rafters. Fenestration
consists of a single two-over-two double-hung sash in the center of the west facade, and
five four-over-four windows with lower hopper sash on the north elevation.
The interior consists of a single large classroom entered through a small vestibule. A
wainscote of beaded car siding extends entirely around the classroom; the slate blackboard
is mounted across the east wall and part of the south wall. The enframements of the
windows and doors are smooth boards with a simple edge mould. All doors are solid leaves
with five horizontal rectangular panels. The classroom is heated by an iron stove in
the center of the floor and illuminated by four electric lamps hung from the twelve-foot
ceiling. All of these interior fittings are original; the cast iron, wood-trimmed
student desks are antiques which match those originally used.
In 1975 a major restoration effort repaired deteriorated features of the building. A new
roof was installed; rotted siding was repaired; the belfry was reconstructed; a new
foundation was'constructed; -and-the chimney was repointed. This work has~restored the
building to its 1921 appearance.
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The Honey Creek School has been associated with education for almost 125 years, making the
property locally significant.
The earliest school on the property was a crude log structure which was erected in 1854 on
land donated by Ezekiel Hendrickson to the township. Located near Honey Creek, this building
used halves of logs for benches and an open fireplace; there were no desks. In 1879 a larger
frame building replaced the log structure. The frame school was located on a hill about 50
rods above the creek on land donated by the heirs G.W. Riddle.
By 1921 the second Honey Creek School had deteriorated to the point that a new building was
necessary, The present frame structure was constructed in the summer and fall of 1921.
Otis Lee was the contractor, and Joseph A. McClary was the carpenter. Lumber came from
the area, and gravel for the foundation was carried up from a sandbar in Honey Creek. All
the windows for the classroom were placed in the north wall to reduce glare. The first
classes were held in the new building in January, 1922.
The fact that a third one-room school house was constructed at the Honey Creek site in 1921
suggests how late in the .twentieth century the rural portions-of Indiana-were-isolated-from
the school consolidation trends in the urban areas. Until the 1940's the educational
experience at Honey Creek was more like that of the 1870's than rural education of the 1960's
The structure housed eight classes and a stove in the center of the room supplied heat and
a place to warm noon lunches. Children carried water from springs on nearby farms until
W.P.A. workers dug a well in the 1930's. Pupils continued to walk and ride in horse-drawn
wagons until the first motorbus route began in 1927. Kerosene lamps supplied the only
supplement to natural light until electricity came to rural Monroe County in 1941.
Throughout the 1930's reunions of Honey Creek students and teachers were held every year.
However, the Honey Creek School was existing on borrowed time. In 1945 the school was
closed, and the pupils were transferred to Unionville School in Benton Township. The
abandoned building was forgotten and ignored until the mid 1970's when the Monroe County
Community School Corporation and the Association for Childhood Education International
restored the building as a grafic demonstration of the education experience in the early
twentieth century. A number of neighboring school systems are also making use of this
"historical laboratory".
The Honey Creek School is a late example of the one-room school house once common in Indiana.
Although its plan is typical of such structures, it is unusual to find a later example of
this type which is constructed of wood rather than masonry. It is also unusual to find
elements of the Bungalow mode, such as exposed rafters and timber brackets, used for a
school design. The structure is notable in part merely because it has survived; extant
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brick school houses are much more common.
The Honey Creek School is significant for its long local associations with primary education
It is a reminder of the period in Indiana history before the consolidation movement when
most people received their basic education in one-room schools supervised by township
trustees.

